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Istria, the largest peninsula in Croatia, is just an hour's drive from 
Austria and three hours from the border with Hungary.

Modern European highways make it quick and easy to reach 
this popular European region located between the Alps and the 
Mediterranean, where traffic connects to the Istrian Y, a key road 
infrastructure that connects the three edge points of the attractive 
peninsula and safely leads to the chosen destination.

Your perfect
playground

WHERE ARE WE

Amsterdam 1424 km
München 592 km
Vienna 570 km
Budapest 595 km
Milan 524 km

Pula 40 km
Rijeka 120 km
Trieste 171 km
Ljubljana 209 km
Zagreb 251 km
Venice 260 km
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Rovinj and Vrsar – the right choice for your perfect playground 

Two lovely towns located on the shores of the Adriatic, on the western side of the Istrian peninsula, enchant 
visitors with their beauty, but also captivate them with their location, the nature that surrounds them and, 
above all, their tourist and sports offer.

Rovinj and Vrsar are picturesque Istrian destinations located in a mild Mediterranean climate with fragrant 
spring, colourful autumn and pleasant winter months.

The historic towns are also enhanced by a rich cultural heritage. The old town's core hides squares and 
cobbled streets, some of which are still vaulted by the arches of old gates, Venetian palaces and baroque 
churches.

Concert melodies, dance and fine arts reign in authentic spaces today, and stories from an interesting past 
come to life in unexpected places.
 
The very Casanova also lived here while medieval nobles and church bishops had their residences in this place, 
as well as Austrian counts who built the first summer houses in Rovinj.  There is also a hospital that bears 
witness that even during the time of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy, the medicinal properties and health 
benefits of this climate were recognized here…
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is known in the world of sport as the destination of the Vatreni 
– Croatia’s national football team, that comes here regularly for 
preparations, and they set off from Rovinj to claim the world’s runner-
up title in 2018!

With a network of bike and trail/trekking paths, attractive climbing 
and underwater diving locations, Rovinj is also a meeting place of the 
sailing elite...

Destinations for guests doing 
all indoor sports

Rovinj

Vrsar

is a favourite outdoor destination that beckons both with its natural 
beauties on the coast as well as those on the mainland and in its hin-
terland, which is why it is often chosen as a centre of outdoor events, 
and as an excellent cycling destination.  It regularly hosts the prepara-
tions of recognized cycling teams.

Together, in an irresistible combination of Mediterranean charm and a 
worthy host, Rovinj and Vrsar have rounded off their sports orientation 
with a special offer for indoor sports. With the construction of new sports 
halls and courts, a necessary base has been prepared for the hospitality of 
athletes who demonstrate their skills within these indoor arenas.

Today, Rovinj and Vrsar open their doors wide to handball players, ba-
sketball and volleyball players, futsal players, martial arts athletes, table 
tennis players. Masters and devotees of badminton, darts and table 
football, as well as gymnasts and chess players, who will all find excellent 
conditions for training and improvement here too. Numerous sports that 
are played in arenas under a closed roof in our destinations will find their 
ideal place for top training opportunities as well as for competitions.

In addition to hosting and professional support for athletes, you will find 
all the specific requirements for playing individual indoor sports as well as 
the necessary individual attention to achieve and maintain top form and 
results outdoors here. 
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Saline
Sports Hall
A true pearl in the sports infrastructure not only of Vrsar, but of the whole of Istria, is the new Saline hall. 
The fantastic conditions offered by this hall in Vrsar are available both to professional athletes and to teams 
for preparation and organization of competitions.

It is 500 metres from the city centre and the same distance from the sea or accommodation facilities. It has 
a spacious carpark and is accessible for people with disabilities.

The 3,200 square metre modular hall was built in 2021 and offers high-quality conditions for training and 
competitions. In addition to the multipurpose arena measuring 45 x 27 metres, there are also modernly 
equipped changing rooms, sanitary facilities, lockers and storage rooms, while the auditorium offers 450 
seats for visitors.

With excellent sound systems, perfect air conditioning and equipment, including a multifunctional 
scoreboard and LED display as well as freight access, the Saline hall provides all the facilities for holding a 
variety of competitions. It can be converted from a one-part hall into a two- or three-part hall, and with 
additional facilities such as an infirmary, a pharmacy and a coffee bar, it provides a comfortable stay for 
both athletes and spectators.

Architecturally it is perfectly integrated into the natural environment, Saline hall is also unique for the 
breath-taking view it has from its stands over the old town of Vrsar.

www.dvoranavrsar.hr
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VRSAR / Saline Sports Hall

General data
distance from accommodation
distance from the centre of the settlement
distance from the sea
distance from the stadium
      
Exterior / traffic equipment 
parking
personal vehicle
person with disability
bus
freight access

Additional contents
caffe bar   
gym
infirmary
pharmacy
lift
for people
freight
for people with disabilities 

Interior
maximum capacity of the stands
dimensions of the space for game/play
length
width
height 
modularity
three-part
lighting
competition /  min 750 lx
TV broadcast / min 2000 lx
cleaning
class
game / min 1000 lux
TV broadcast
air conditioning
scoreboard
loudspeaker
protective surface
marked courts
rukomet
basketball
futsal
volleyball
number of changing rooms
number of rooms for officials
meeting room
room for doping control
broadband Internet
toilet
toilet for disabled people

                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      

                                      

500 m
500 m
500 m
800 m

42 pieces
3 pieces

yes

yes
no
yes
yes

yes
no
yes

450 people

40 m
20 m
9,5 m

yes
vertical and horizontal component

yes
yes
yes
yes

multiple zones
multifunctional 

yes
yes

yes
yes
yes
yes

8 pieces
6 pieces

yes
yes

100 dl / 20ul
2 pieces
2 pieces
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Rovinj can offer three sports halls 
for the preparation of athletes

VALBRUNA SPORTS HALL
 > located in the immediate 

vicinity of the complex of 
football pitches that make up 
a large part of the sports and 
recreational zone

 > the hall is equipped for 
handball, volleyball (3 courts), 
basketball, indoor futsal, 
gymnastics and badminton

 > it is 1.4 kilometres from the 
Lone Hotel  

GIMNASIUM SPORTS HALL
 > size: 3,500 m2
 > the hall is equipped for 

handball, basketball, volleyball 
and indoor futsal

 > it is located 2 kilometres from 
the hotel

PIONIRSKI DOM SPORTS HALL
 > the smaller Pionirski dom hall 

is used for volleyball, dancing 
and ballet

 > it is only 1.7 km away from the 
hotel
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General data
distance from accommodation
distance from the centre of the settlement
distance from the sea
distance from the stadium
      
Exterior / traffic equipment 
parking
personal vehicle
person with disability
bus
freight access     

Additional contents            
caffe bar
surface
capacity
gym
infirmary
pharmacy
lift
for people
freight
for people with disabilities

Interior            
maximum capacity of the standsa
dimensions of the space for game/play
length - to the first obstruction
width - to the first obstruction
height - to the first obstruction
modularity
three-part
cleaning
class
game 
TV broadcast
air conditioning
multiple zones
scoreboard
multifunctional
loudspeaker
protective surface
marked courts
handball
basketball
futsal
volleyball
table tennis
martial arts
number of changing rooms
number of rooms for officials
prostorija za sastanak
room for doping control
broadband Internet
toilet
toilet for disabled people

ROVINJ

500 m
500 m
500 m
100 m

yes
50 pieces
2 pieces

3
yes

no

no
no
no
no

no

800 people
45x25
45 m
25 m
9 m

yes
yes
yes
no
yes
no

yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes
yes

6 pieces
1 pieces

no
no
yes

2 pieces

Valbruna
Sports Hall

500 m
500 m
500 m
500 m

yes
35 pieces
2 pieces

1
yes

no

no
no
no
yes
6

no
1

650 people
45x30
45 m
30 m
11 m

yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes
yes

6 pieces
2 pieces

yes
yes
yes

2 pieces
1 pieces

500 m
500 m
500 m
500 m

no

yes

no

no
no
no
no

30 people
25x11
25 m
11 m
6 m
yes

yes
yes
no
no
no

no
no
no
yes

2 pieces

yes
yes
yes

Gimnasium
Sports Hall

Pionirski dom
Sports Hall
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Marked trail 561 (The Story of a Pirate and Stolen Treasure) runs in 
the immediate vicinity of the hall. The trail is slightly more than 14 
km long, it can be used for running and is passable and wide. At the 
halfway point of the trail, there is a station with a meadow where joint 
training can be organized. The trail can also be shortened as there are 
unmarked shortcuts.

In addition to the marked trail, an excellent location for jogging is the 
promenade along the seafront from Vrsar to the Petalon campsite. 
Different circular sections can be arranged, from 2.5 to 4 km long. 
If there is a need for longer running sections, this is also possible 
through Lim. However, in order to connect the system around Rovinj, 
it is inevitable to travel along the Vrsar - Lim road (the exact section 
Kloštar - Pilj is about 2 km long).

Additional content in terms of sports infrastructure is located at the 
city's sports centre, which is 500 m from the hall. It has a soccer pitch 
with natural grass and two further soccer pitches with artificial grass 
for indoor soccer.

Supporting infrastructure in 
the vicinity of the sports halls 

Saline Sports Hall
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The Valbruna, Gimnasium and Pionirski dom Sports Halls are located 
in the immediate vicinity of the sports and recreation zone, which is 
mainly intended for football. The infrastructure in the zone includes 
the city stadium, two auxiliary football pitches and a combined smaller 
pitch with artificial grass. The smaller pitch can be divided into two 
even smaller ones.

Furthermore, towards the south, in the immediate vicinity of the Lone 
Hotel, are three basketball courts, about a kilometre from the hall, 
as well as clay tennis courts. Towards the west, is the city swimming 
pool about 800 m away. The marked trail number 401 (Sunny coast of 
Count Hüterott) can also be found here, and on the same route is the 
transversal Umag - Pula, which passes at a distance of 700 m.

For outdoor activities, it is best to use the protected Zlatni rt Park 
Forest, through which the afore-mentioned trail runs, with several 
bicycle trails, and there is also a climbing area within this location. 
Should you need longer running sections, please use trail number 401 
(Sunny Coast of Count Hüterott, 31.9 km).

Valbruna, Gimnasium and Pionirski dom
Sports Halls 
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An important component of successful sport preparations is certainly 
the accommodation service followed by a complementary offer 
adapted to the special requirements of particular sports and athletes, 
both in individual and team sports.

Rovinj and Vrsar are distinguished by an extraordinary offer of 
accommodation capacities from the classic to the top category, which 
can fulfil a wide range of desires and specific requirements - from 
resorts with apartments, rooms and suites to hotels with an exclusive 
offer, which additionally includes the possibility of staying in campsites 
and modern mobile homes that are open throughout the year.

In its tourist complexes in Rovinj and Vrsar, the leading Croatian hotel 
company Maistra, in addition to respectable accommodation, provides 
the necessary supporting infrastructure that allows athletes to carry 
out selected individual programs without hindrance.
  

Hotels and resorts 

Tailor-made accommodation for indoor sports 
athletes 
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PINETA
H O T E L
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Hotel PINETA ***
www.maistra.com/properties/hotel-pineta/#/

Knowing how to relax at the right moment and clear your mind of all 
thoughts is a skill that every top athlete needs to master, but Hotel 
Pineta also offers a unique experience - a view that will take your 
breath away and instantly bring you peace and tranquillity.

The picturesque town of the fishing past with its unique panorama 
with magical islets and the horizon towards the depths of the Adriatic 
is an unreal view like that drawn by the hand of an artist. However, 
this is just the jewel in the crown of this hotel complex, which provides 
athletes with fantastic conditions for training as well as recovery, 
when necessary.

Even the Bike friendly title proves that this place is especially dedicated 
to active holidays, athletes and recreationists. And while the scents 
of the sea and pine trees further strengthen the effects of wellness, 
massages and fitness, teams of first-class experts design special 
programs and facilities for a flawless stay for every dedicated athlete.
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RIVA
A P A R T M E N T S
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With a view over Vrsar, whose colourful houses of 
vibrant colours are cheerfully arranged on the hill, you 
will feel as if you have always belonged to this town at 
the Riva Apartments.

As their name in Croatian language suggests, private 
apartments right on the waterfront, with a gorgeous 
coastal promenade, will connect you with the beauty 
of the Mediterranean tradition and the pleasure of 
staying in a small place where everything is close at 
hand.

From the hall to other sports facilities, from food to 
all accompanying additional services - everyone will 
be able to fully use the available time for training 
and relaxation here, without unnecessary drives 
and transfers to sports centres and other necessary 
facilities.
And finally, you will be able to use every extra moment 
to explore the surroundings and enjoy the untouched 
nature and sea beauties that await you.

Riva Apartments  ***
www.maistra.com/properties/riva-apartments/#/ 
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BELVEDERE
R E S O R T
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Resort BELVEDERE ****
www.maistra.com/properties/resort-belvedere/#/

The magical peculiarity of Vrsar is its viewpoints as incredible 
panoramas of the surrounding area emerge from almost every corner 
of this small elevated town on a hill.
On many of them, you will find a bench to rest and enjoy the 
exceptional scenery that only nature could have designed.

However, at one of the viewpoints, you will not only find a bench, 
but the entire resort! This lookout point - Belvedere - is an ideal 
destination for team preparations of indoor sports teams and the 
stay of larger groups. With accommodation in a unique complex a 
little further from the town, but within easy reach of all the necessary 
facilities, each member of the team is provided with a separate 
environment and privacy.

The Belvedere Board Restaurant offers a wide range of carefully 
designed dishes based on fresh, local ingredients and a personalised 
diet adapted to special nutritional requirements. As the cherry on top, 
there is also a recommendation for dessert – because hidden among 
the irresistible flavours of your favourite homemade ice cream, such as 
lemon with basil or peach with rosemary, the best recipes are prepared 
specifically for athletes.
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EDEN
H O T E L
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Hotel EDEN ****
www.maistra.com/properties/hotel-eden/#/

The timeless beauty of the Eden Hotel is firmly woven into the tourist 
history of Rovinj, as well as the memories of a number of guests 
who have stayed there. This proud symbol of Istrian tourism, which 
has been welcoming its guests since 1972, is located close to the 
marvellous Lone bay, covered by the green shade of tall trees, and 
just a short walk away from the winding streets of the old town core. 
Dignitaries from all over the world have rested and stayed in it, and it 
was also a regular host for the Croatian national football team, from 
where the Vatreni ardently set off on their way to win both European 
or world trophies.

The beauty of the building has not even been damaged by the 
passage of time, and the modern makeover has brought it a well-
deserved high category. The modern adaptation has brought all the 
necessary amenities for the stay of today's travellers, from wellness 
and swimming pools to a gourmet oasis, but it has also retained its 
old charm and classic beauty that certainly leave their mark. Every 
outdoor activity enthusiast will be especially delighted by Zlatni rt, 
a botanical park-forest with an interesting history, networked with 
paths for walking, running and cycling.

In a place where historical and natural beauty meet, why not treat 
yourself to the luxury of enjoyment, treat yourself to Eden!
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AMARIN
R E S O R T
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RESORT AMARIN ****
www.maistra.com/properties/resort-amarin/#/

Good morning world, you will surely sigh every morning here when you look at the city of Rovinj and the 
picturesque outlines of this tourist champion!

Splashed by the colours of the sea and the sky, at the Amarin Resort you will feel as if you are lost 
somewhere on the open sea, with an unreal view that extends towards the old town centre of the inspiring 
town of Rovinj and the equally gorgeous coast of the Zlatni rt peninsula.

These are the views that erase all fatigue and worry and invite you to take a deep breath and fill your lungs 
with the freshness that surrounds you. Rest your mind and body, and then put yourself in the hands of the 
professionals choosing one of the many offers intended for athletes.

Contemporary furnished modern or classic apartments and spacious rooms offer peace and privacy, and 
with a terrace or balcony you can always take a break outdoors, in this Mediterranean garden.

The Lumina board restaurant team is happy to take care of nutrition suitable for hard training and achieving 
top results. Its impressive offer, based on a selection of fresh, local ingredients selected in accordance with 
the season, is specially adapted to vegetarians and diabetics, and, you can contact our expert team with 
confidence for any additional nutritional requirements.

This popular destination, to which many guests return time and again, truly captivates with its calm beauty, 
providing the perfect combination in which to design your next training session.
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VILL AS RUBIN
R E S O R T
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RESORT VILLAS RUBIN ***
www.maistra.com/properties/villas-rubin-resort/#/

Villas Rubin is located where the edge of the city of Rovinj ends and 
the expanse of sea beauties begins. In a naturally painted environment, 
in all the shades of blue and green of the Adriatic coast, where you 
will find a safe haven with a superb range of content for sports 
enthusiasts.

Here, from the terrace or balcony of your room or apartment, you will 
enjoy the refreshing vitality of the Mediterranean every day, and in a 
break from training you can relax on the lovely beaches next to the 
crystal-clear sea.

Experts in sports nutrition have created a special offer of 
Mediterranean and continental cuisine in the Board restaurant in order 
to provide athletes with the necessary nutritional support to meet 
the highest training standards, and they are able to follow any special 
requirements placed before them.
In addition to numerous fun and water activities, this popular bike 
friendly resort also has a swimming pool complex with fun slides, clay 
and colourset concrete tennis courts, basketball, handball, volleyball 
and beach volleyball courts, while marked hiking and cycling trails lead 
you to iconic Rovinj and its attractive surroundings.
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maistra d.d. 
Obala Vladimira Nazora 6
HR-52210 Rovinj-Rovigno, Croatia

T. +385 (0)52 800 310
T. +385 (0)52 800 347
T. +385 (0)52 800 231 
E-mail: groups@maistra.hr 

www.maistra.com

town of rovinj-rovigno
tourist Board
Trg na mostu 2
HR-52210 Rovinj-Rovigno, Croatia

T. +385 (0)52 811 566
T. +385 (0)52 813 469
E-mail: info@rovinj-tourism.hr

www.rovinj-tourism.com

Teams of experts with many years of experience on sports fields, 
actively apply/confirm their knowledge every day in working with top 
names in world sports.

Maistra employees will answer all your questions and use their 
expertise to help you choose the best offer or program.
  

Information | Contact  

We will be happy to answer any questions

municipiality of vrsar
tourist board
Obala mašala Tita 23
HR-52450 Vrsar, Croatia

T. +385 (0)52 441 746
E-mail: info@infovrsar.com

www.infovrsar.com
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